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DAY 24 – Procrastination & Clutter 

Key Topics: 

 What is procrastination? 

 Time is of the ego 

 Time can be used by Holy Spirit with your invitation 

 The Holy Spirit’s use of time 

 How to practice giving time to the Holy Spirit 

 Time is your friend if left to the Holy Spirit 

What is procrastination? 
Procrastination is the act or habit of delaying something requiring immediate attention. If you 
procrastinate, it might be because you are feeling overwhelmed, unsupported, resentful, or you 
are fearful that you will make a mistake, fail, be judged, or end up in a worse situation than you 
are now. Whatever the reasons are, they are always rooted in worry, judgment, and fear as 
they pertain to the past or future, which are all orchestrated by the ego.  

Time is of the ego 
Time is a concept created by the ego, and if you choose for your ego to guide you, it will use 
everything destructively on your behalf. In Chapter 15.I, it says, “There is no escape from fear in 
the ego's use of time. For time, according to its teaching, is nothing but a teaching device for 
compounding guilt until it becomes all-encompassing, demanding vengeance forever.” You 
learn from this sentence that the ego’s goal is to draw you in through fear and then lead you on 
to all-encompassing guilt.” ACIM Ch.15.I.7.6-7 This is important to remember the next time you 
are tempted to go into worry or fear, or listen to your ego for any reason. 

The Course teaches that what the ego would use against you, the Holy Spirit can use to bless 
you instead. The outcome of how time is used on your behalf, and whether it will be used 
lovingly or destructively, depends on the Guide that you choose to listen to.  

When you choose to procrastinate and you go into worry or fear, you are seeing yourself as a 
finite physical body that is separated from God. In this choice, you are aligning with the ego and 
asking for the ego to be your guide. In the Course, it says, “Delay is of the ego, because time is 
its concept.” ACIM Ch.5.III.5 Whenever your happiness or abundance is delayed, or you delay 
things yourself, it means that you are identifying with the ego and the ego will always lead you 
into more misery. 

Time can be used by Holy Spirit with your invitation 
If you are procrastinating or worrying about something in the past or future, the Holy Spirit can  
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free you in the present moment, if you will let Him. The Course says, “The Holy Spirit would 
undo all of this now. Fear is not of the present, but only of the past and future, which do not 
exist. There is no fear in the present when each instant stands clear and separated from the 
past, without its shadow reaching out into the future. Each instant is a clean, untarnished birth, 
in which the Son of God emerges from the past into the present. And the present extends 
forever. It is so beautiful and so clean and free of guilt that nothing but happiness is there.” 
ACIM Ch.15.I.8 Your part is to establish peace as your goal, and bring the problem to Him and ask 
that He be your Guide.  

You might feel that inviting the Holy Spirit to guide you and handle your situation for you will 
take too long. This is not so. In Chapter 15.I.2, it says, “One source of perceived discouragement 
from which you may suffer is your belief that this takes time, and that the results of the Holy 
Spirit's teaching are far in the future. This is not so. For the Holy Spirit uses time in His Own 
way, and is not bound by it. Time is His friend in teaching. It does not waste Him, as it does you. 
And all the waste that time seems to bring with it is due but to your identification with the ego, 
which uses time to support its belief in destruction”. 

The Holy Spirit’s use of time 
Once you establish the goal of peace for any situation you are in, the Holy Spirit will respond to 
your slightest invitation, if you will let Him. Under the Holy Spirit’s guidance, the Course says 
this about time: “Can you imagine what it means to have no cares, no worries, no anxieties, but 
merely to be perfectly calm and quiet all the time? Yet that is what time is for; to learn just that 
and nothing more.” 

How to practice giving time to the Holy Spirit 
“This lesson takes no time. For what is time without a past and future? It has taken time to 
misguide you so completely, but it takes no time at all to be what you are. Begin to practice the 
Holy Spirit's use of time as a teaching aid to happiness and peace. Take this very instant, now, 
and think of it as all there is of time. Nothing can reach you here out of the past, and it is here 
that you are completely absolved, completely free and wholly without condemnation. From this 
holy instant wherein holiness was born again you will go forth in time without fear...”  
ACIM Ch.15.I.9 

Time is your friend if left to the Holy Spirit 
“Time is your friend, if you leave it to the Holy Spirit to use. He needs but very little to restore 
God's whole power to you. He Who transcends time for you understands what time is for. 
Holiness lies not in time, but in eternity. There never was an instant in which God's Son could 
lose his purity. His changeless state is beyond time, for his purity remains forever beyond attack 
and without variability. Time stands still in his holiness, and changes not. And so it is no longer 
time at all… Offer the miracle of the holy instant through the Holy Spirit, and leave His giving it 
to you to Him.” ACIM Ch.15.I.15 

"I will not lead my life alone today. I do not understand the world, and so to try to lead my life 
alone must be but foolishness. But there is One Who knows all that is best for me. And He is 
glad to make no choices for me but the ones that lead to God. I give this day to Him, for I would 
not delay my coming home, and it is He Who knows the way to God." ACIM Lesson 242.1 
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The next time you feel like procrastinating, realize that you are listening to the guidance of your 
ego, being your teacher of pain, and its sole function is to use time destructively, and 
ultimately, to lead you to all-encompassing guilt.  
 
Freedom can only be experienced in the present moment, under the guidance of Holy Spirit, 
your Teacher of Peace. Whatever it is that you are facing that seems hard, challenging, or 
insurmountable, turn to your Teacher of Peace to ask for help and then face it directly together. 
What you fear, you attract, and what you look at disappears. There is no need to procrastinate 
for any reason because your Teacher of Peace will guide you on what to do, where to go, what 
to say, and to whom. Your success is based solely on His Perfect, Wisdom, Guidance and 
Direction. Your Inner Guide cannot and will not fail.  


